Dear All of the Planet Friends

Accusing Silence in Political Debate on the Climate Crisis having become visible for everyone!!!.
In recent unprecedental big draught devastating crops product in USA and the Frankenstorm Sanday seemed to have wakend American.Texas
Universtiy poll revealed that more than 70% had recognized climate chnage.At this time disaster,even such conservative bussiness journal
Bloomberg shouted "it's global warming,stupid",Even though Conservative Republicans has been typical climate deneyers with no the experts
the war merchant
consultants.On the other hand,with caring on threatening by the right wing power(the military industry complex in USA＝the
merchant),
Obama administration has been evading the frank devate,but launching employment creating in clean energy. However these serious climate
trend would not allow such easy attitude by anymore.They would be called for emergent counter measure against the crisis,which could not be
nothing,but great change of his original platform.Note many told it was Sanday that voted Obama in presidential election at this time.President
Obama would have become many times again commander against hurricane Satandays and also Food Crisis Draughts in coming 4 years.
This fatal crisis is not only for USA,but also for China(the GDPNo1-2 nations).China also had suffered severe draughts and floods in recent years
and fear for coming the threatenning.The kernel and decisive key point is utmost frank debating on the fatal climate crisis between them in order
Once it had been accomplished,the other nations would follow them
to accomplish decisive common recognition on the fatal crisis.Once
!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
＊It was severe recognition also at this time for author that amateure people will not be able to recognize without seeing reality !!!,
Now let him reveal what author has been thinking of the obsessional image of climate collapse in the below,which had been in idle to reveal.

Recent 5 years long would change climate becoming wilder and more visible those
[１]]：Recent
those..
In 2007 year of minimum record of ice extent in Arctic,global climate scientists had warning movements on the climate crisis.After five years since
then,everybody in Japan had noticed unordinality in big floods,severe heat waves and occasional cold waves as were small beginning of coming
big chaos.During this time,the world were more severe than those.
global average temperature rise by atmospheric carbon increasing ＝0.03℃±0.02℃/year, 0.15℃/ 5 years,
By atuhor's estimation,global
0.3℃/10years ,0.45℃/15 years,temperature rise＝heat energy rise in oceans
oceans＝this

outrageous amount of surplus energy

(2.6x10^22J/year)is to cause big storms
storms(~2.5x10^20J/event), big floods, big draughts
draughts..
s
On the other hand,the surplus heat is to flow into Arctic the Coldest Zone
one,,which warm there and push flow of frequent meander cold wave
waves
down from north pole to nothern hemisphere.Colisions by cold and hot wave cause strog chaotic weather such as severe rains,storm,tornade.
As was seen at this time,the most serious problem is damaging foods product such in big draught in USA at this time.So we must decisively
recognize emergency

of global foods crisis in coming 5 years,or more.

The Massive Synchronized Paralyzing in Recognition on Coming Unfavaroble Future
[２]]：The
Future...
(a1)Overcome Your Normalcy Bias <red charcters are by suzuki>
http://modernsurvivalblog.com/survival-skills/overcome-your-normalcy-bias/
Normalcy bias refers to our natural reactions when facing a crisis that since something has never happened before… it never will.
It is human nature.Since a disaster never has occurred then it never will occur. People with a normalcy bias have difficulties reacting to
something they have not experienced before. It causes people to underestimate the possibility of a disaster occurring and its possible effects.
People also tend to interpret warnings in the most optimistic way possible, seizing on anything to infer a less serious situation.

(a2)People is hiking of "I will never die"(Japanese).
http://www.bo-sai.co.jp/bias.htm
It seems to be a consequnece of ruling by emergency spell due to majority synching bias and to normalcy bias.
(b)Even though they have known it wrong,people do wrong when many others do same wrong by mass synchronized paralyzing
(b)Even
paralyzing..
World political,journal bussiness,..... leaders may have known the fatal realities due to their expert advisers, however it is too incovinient to
conserve favorable own status quo,then leaders used to look each other leader's face pretending not known. Then they are to do wrong
contineously.Those situation could be accomplished by method of reducing sensitivity in alergy clinique
clinique. At first,they do bit wrong
neglegible,and then conspirer is to force them gradually do more bit wrong. Someday,they are to have done considerable wrong. In this
sense,they could be told innocent,because they were trapped by a conspiracy. but the actuality is guilty if they would not correct.

Scenario by Conserving and prolonging the Current Ruling Regime.
[３]]：Scenario
It is most unfavorable situation where people who do not encounter disasters become accustomed to wild climate,which would cause too late
situation for salvation.Wild climate would damage social infrastructures and stable foods supplying and the frequent payment for recovering
would cause more household and goverment finance crisis,Above all,unless Arctic geoengineering against ice lid vanishing within 1,2,3
years,global salvation would become impossible.Not before long,huge

amount of methane release would cause rapid temperature

rise.Once it became such as 0.5℃/5years would make anyone convince in dairy hell ,where water and food crisis would be dairy at
anywhere.Also wild climate disaster become dairy event of hell.Note other planets without vegitation may be chaotic climate one,which is

physically normal state.
＊It seems not known that climate stability on this earth is something miracle which has been accomplished by negative feedback operation
due to CO2-temperatute controlingy by vegitation. Less vegitation in colder time is to increase CO2-temperature,while more vegitation in warmer
time is to decrease CO2-temperature ,thus earth's total system-itself is vital being（Dr Loverock) !!!.

Once people facing extreme famine would become devil-being,who could eat even man's meat at last.Looting and muderer may become dairy
event in ugly survival hell.In order to hide these ugly fact of climate collapse in mass media,the current scenario is to blow

out regional

multi-wars by false flag.That is regional disputes such as Middle East,far east,and Africa etc,which has been main concern for almost
people. The wicked people in high place who has been worring on global revolution had already launched operation ENDGAME ,of which last
stage may be global nuclear

war(Harmagedon).

＊＊Nuclear war could stop global warming both by so called nuclear winter interfering insolation with dusts and by nothing carbon emission by
massive killed people.The minor elite might can survive for many decades in radioactive contaminated earth by high-tech deep underground
shelter.Note this(＊＊)is author's hypothesis(that must be reexamined).
Ｎote this is due to their will to conserve current global regime＝to hide climate collapse. So current global leaders are to be their
subordinates,but not be friends with global citizens.Thereby once people had recoginized this fatal fact,even such difficulties of
austerity,jobless,bankraptcy are easy one,those are entirely easy one.They has been neglecting or innocent on this deadly problem of global hellnization by climate collapse

＝the fatal reality of the world at now.

Scenario by Global Survival Strategy
emergent geoengineering against Arctic ice lid vanishing
more than
[４]]：Scenario
Strategy＝emergent
vanishing＋more
It's a best global strategy that everyone
80%carbon reduction by global policy
policy＝It's

scarcely can eat to

co-live under extreme austerity policy
policy！！！ .
Global temperature would still rise to 0.3℃±0.01℃ in 20～30 years even by utmost CO2 sinking ability by global vegitations(forests and marine)
and by almost zero man-made CO2 emission. Thus the world would still become global foods crisis era even by utmost austerity policy.
Recovering now temperature would be more than 90 years after even prolonging this severe austerity policy.
Child ages at now must harshly survive with severe austerity duty in foods crisis era almost through their life !!!.
However having passed the harsh era,the next generation could accomplish new world pradise again,then they could convince great significance
of co-operation and establish ideology to co-live. Summary to tell,the survival strategy call for utmost devotion by now mankind in order to
accomplish the supreme aim
aim.It is certainly extremrely difficult,but not impossible.

Emergent Arctic Geoengineering
***Emergent
Geoengineering(2015).How to cool the Arctic,John Nissen,December 2011:
http://arcticclimateemergency.com/#/arctic-cooling/4559672848
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/.
http://www.ameg.me/
****Emergent necessity of developing water fuel the ideal energy technology !!!.
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf
Ｓolar Heaters for cocking and bathing
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=Solar+cooker&hl=ja&rlz=1T4ADRA_jaJP483JP483&prmd=imvns&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=C
ASiUNe_Ka_PmAWh2YFo&ved=0CC4QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=492
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=%EF%BC%B3olar+Heaters&hl=ja&rlz=1T4ADRA_jaJP483JP483&prmd=imvns&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=uni
v&sa=X&ei=vwOiUI2lI6fUmAWBmYAo&ved=0CCUQsAQ&biw=1280&bih=492

*****Atmospheric carbon sink growing by global vegitation increasing operation.
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
******Massive Northern People Emigration Project.
http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf

[５]]：Die, or Change Ownself to Survive
Survive！！
Which way we may opt,we never fail to go to a hell,but we could opt either of despair(conservatism to death) or hope(change to revolution).
＃ The kernel may be a strong will to co-live with strong solidarity and with will to invent for overcoming difficulties.
## Those who survive is not strong,but is who can change

ownself.......Darwin.

###Sun Tzu:Art of War、
The MORAL LAW causes the people to be in complete accord with their ruler, so that they will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by
any danger＝(the aim→accomplishment←maximizing org ability)
http://suntzusaid.com/

APPENDIX-1:FAQ
1：Why
Why has the scientist society not been shouting the crisis ???.
Ｑ1
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
-:
Ｑ-:
-:Why has the journalism society not shouting the crisis ???.
They has been being collapted by commercial sponcer ruling.As was mentioned in above,the effecitive counter measure against climate crisis
need global change(revolution),which has been being hated by the ruler(capitalists and nobility).

2：Who
Who is the ruler ?.
Ｑ2
The Bilderberg Group
Group(UK imperial,Rockefeller USA, nobility and ultra wealthy the hereditary family in WEST
WEST) and their elites subordinates in
each nations.
ＱWhat is their ideology ?.
Satan ideology
People and nation are those who should be exploited by nobility,or people are devidened to those who rule and who are ruled(Satan
ideology).
http://www.777true.net/Who-is-Wicked-in-High-Place.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

3：Some
Some experts told now is too late to recover normal climate !.
Ｑ3
They consider that once postitive feedback having established,it could not be settle down.Certainly natural means could not stop feedback
procces such as white ice lid retreat accelates more heat input into black Arctic ocean,which accelates more ice lid retreat.Therefore,we need
man-made geoengineering to stop the accelation by intefering insolation input or enhancing ice growing by sea water spreading in winter.
＊How to cool the Arctic,John Nissen,December 2011:
http://arcticclimateemergency.com/#/arctic-cooling/4559672848
Note this is not complete design,but possible project proposing,so we need emergently more precise design research by massive global
wisdoms!!!!!!!!!
4：What
What is the top priority problem for the first time being ?
Ｑ4
Global recognition on the emergent realities of {stopping to Arctic ice lid retreat and coming Global Foods Crisis
Crisis}} by all the people
people..
These are to become evident by most of the people as time gose on,which will never can be hided anymore at that time.

5：From
From where should we begin ???.
Ｑ5
(1)from leaders:Write petition letters to Presindent Barack Obama(USA) and President Xi Jinping(China) to consult with each other for the fatal
crisis by utmost frank debate.
http://www.ameg.me/index.php/letter-to-world-leaders
(2)from scientist:search climate scientists in reseach organizations and write letter to ask and to co-work with them.
(3)from friends:Write love letters to world wide friends to consult with each other for the crisis.
For the first time being,you should send letter with copy of this report after you carefully reexamined and modified correctly.
(4)In company,in school,in hometown....,you should debate with your fellows to obtain what we must do !.
(5)........
6：What
What is the most difficult problem ???.
Ｑ6
Most of people is likely to be silence and hide extremely inconvinient facts(but the fatal facts could not be hided as years goes on).
In this meaning also people is naked with naked King
King(Andersen's fairy tale) .Then who is willingly to try to save this world ?
Dig it by everybody !!!!!.

7： Is climate science comprehesible and reliable for amateures ?.
Ｑ7
Author himself consider it possible to lecture for amateure the outline of emergent Arctic crisis and coming wild climate,as was mentioned in this
site. As is seen also in weather prediction,climate prediction always has some uncertainty due to so called chaos(random)nature in fluid
dynamic behaviour of air flow and ocean flow.This fact could be observed when you watch trajectory of small smoke,which gose to vanish at last
in a short time due to stiring of fluid. While clouds trajectory in big sky would not vanish in short time.Thus bigger scale of fluid flow could
accomplish longer term prediction. Even though macroscopic of climate behaviour still has some fluctuation, however the long term trend is
almost causalitical with bit uncertainty
uncertainty,so that those prediction could be told reliable. You can trust almost climate scientists.Because also
almost of their destiny is with us. What we need is assurence on their consience as scientist who pursue truthes. It is rather WEST
economists who are troblesome, because they are forced to be subordinates for political capitalism regime of now. In climate change world with
configuration
foods crisis would need another political economy regime with another employment rere-configuration
configuration. This is also your task to solve !!!.

Reference.
APPENDIX-2:Reference.
APPENDIX-2:
What will climate change do to our planet ?.by Richard Girling .From The Sunday Times,March 11,2007(now this site is unavailable)..
⑴What
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.Ece
This may be the first and last site which revealed ”harsh realities of life" in coming wild climate era.Now Japanese version is available at here.
http://www.777true.net/What-will-climate-change-do-to-our-planet.pdf
⑵Save the children by Marvin Gaye in album whats going on,1971 USA.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v1tN0ZKnRgs
⑶Most of Mankind would perish in 2043 by climate change ,but the future could be changed by our will.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_HiaBy4nQlc
Jucelino da Luz the Brazilinan prophecy has been awakening and infulencing many people toward the omnious future.
⑷The Permian Mass Extinction by huge methane eruption triggered by volcano one.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDbz2dpebhQ
Twiice times(& PETM Mass Extinction)most of life on earth was extinguished by Methane Catastrophe.
⑸ Global Extinction within one Human Lifetime as a Result of a Spreading Atmospheric Arctic Methane Heat Wave and Surface
Firestorm(＝Unless global drastic counter measure, we would be extinguished in fireball earth at last !!! the scientifical varidity
Firestorm
varidity)
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
This is rather difficult for ameteures,however,you should know becoming fireball earth within 2050 earth has also scientific validity.
Almost zero carbon emission still rise 0.3
⑹Almost
0.3℃ in nearly 30 years and take more than 90 years to recover now temperature.
http://www.777true.net/EGT5.pdf
This is rather difficult for ameteures,but decisively important,so you should consult with who are good at math or physics.

Comprehensible Plan of Action
⑺Comprehensible
Action＝Arctic Cooling Engineering & 80%CO2 reduction with life style revolution
revolution..
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/comprehensive-plan-of-action.html
Global Forestization Project
⑻Global
Project(which can convert desert to carbon sinker and also fertile farms).
http://www.yamanashi-nponet.jp/~desert/inochi.html
Water Fuel
⑼Water
Fuel(established energy industry companies HATE this !!!).
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf
B wave)
Above report-itself is author's betting for theory on electrolysis by charge density wave(
wave(＝B
wave),because he can not do open verification
experiment for the time being.However the inventor Stanley Meyer was admired in USA.Note it's not electrical power,but hydrogen gas
chageable with gasoline !!. Also note ordinal electromagnetic wave(in commercial communication)is called A wave radiated by current anntena
with energy consumption, while B wave radiated by charge anntena with no energy consumption !.Yes,therefore Meyer was adimired,but hated
by energy companay. Why can it be no energy consumption ?!. Then note this universe was created by from nothing(authorized theorem in
international pyhysical society), that is,in this universe, following energy conservation low is strictly established.

total positive material energy
total negative gravity field energy
０＝total
energy－total
energy.. ::::::::::::::::::

mc2.
E＝mc

Note Einstein established above righhtside formula(mass and energy are equivalent with constant＝"c" of velicity of light in vaccume).
Thus energy is with mass(positive energy),while mass is always with gravitational field(negative energy).Conclusionary to tell,all interaction forces
such as electrical,gravitational,or strong and weak force in nuclei were once an unified force of quantume gravitational force at the BIGBANG
era. An electrical energy can be transformed into gravitational one.

An energy can be created from nothing by using {0＝a－a} reaction in

special enviroment(this is my former job＝B wave technoglogy).Meyer may be suffered why energy come from ?.If author knew him when he was
alive,I coud have reported him this fact.

